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Abstract 
ln this paper we present the res11lts of a sei of 11sability evaluation st11dies on Digital Talking Books. Digital 
Talking Books aim to provide better access lo literary conlent for lhe blind and vis11ally impaired. Departing 
.from their digital base, we developed enriched books, targeting broader a11diences and 11sage sil11alions. The 
books can be enriched with differenl media conlenl, like images and so11nds, s11pporling m11ltimodal interaclion 
and m11ltimedia presentation. Enlarging the number of interaclion possibilities, while making the books more at
lraclive, also increases lhe possibility of 11sability problems. This is why it is so imporlant to perform usability 
evaluation of the generated interfaces. A specialfoClls of the eval11ation was given to the synchronization related 
iss11es. Synchronization jlaws detected by the 11sers were lhe cause of discomfort and loss of concentration. Al
ternative synchronization vis11al marking was employed to circ11mvenl these problems. Tests also provided in
sight on what modalities are favo11red by lhe users for specific interaction tasks, and confirmed the imporlance 
of the availability of multimodal inleraclion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Audiotapcs have been lhe most widely used means of 
acccss to litcrary content by thc blind and print-disabled 
community. Even with ai! the merits that should bc at
tributed to them, severa! lacking functionalitics and us
ability problems can bc casily identificd. For cxamplc, 
searching for an expression might involvc listcning to thc 
whole audiotapc. Although simply stopping the tape and 
resuming it !ater in lhe sarne point creatcs an implicit and 
temporary bookmark, lhe crcation of additional book
marks is a more dcmanding task. And whcn considcring 
annotating thc book or following cross-rcferenccs, wc are 
facing cumbcrsome or impossiblc tasks. 

Thc introduction of thc Digital Talking Book (DTB) is an 
attempt to bring these and other functionalitics to lhe 
blind and print-disabled communitics, by joining lhe 
written and spoken words in a digital formal. In a DTB 
lhe rcproduction of a digital rccording of the narration 
may accompany thc reading of thc tcxt. Thc prcscncc of 
lhe sourcc tcxt in a digital formal makcs navigating the 
book, scarching for words and other possibilitics avail
able. Worthy of mcntion is also the improvcment in lhe 
rcproduction quality insured by lhe digital recording of 
the narration. 

The introduction of ditfcrent digital media, indexcd to 
thc sourcc tcxt, combined with a multimcdia playback 
cnvironment, atfords thc expansion of thc traditional 
reading expcricnce, rcshaping it into an "immcrsion" in a 
multimodal environmcnt. The possibility of creative 
combination of prcsentation clcments, taking advantage 
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of available media resources, otfers lhe support to new 
ways of telling storics and improving leaming [Car
riço03). The cvolution is bascd on thc introduction of 
ncw multimedia clements, in a coherent way, during 
"rcading". Possiblc cnrichments are lhe introduction of 
background music, environmcntal sounds related to lhe 
"sccne of lhe action", images or videos to complcment 
information presented in the original sourcc, and many 
more. Herc, as with traditional DTBs, lhe use of an 
automatic and flcxible production platform, allowing thc 
crcation of enrichcd books, it of lhe utmost importancc . 

Bcsidcs lhe visually impaircd community, who is thc 
main target audicncc for DTBs, severa! othcr population 
segmcnts can bcncfit from a platform with thcsc charac
tcristics. Thc multimodal intcraction capabilities of lhe 
books broadcn thc reading opportunities to situations 
whcre lhe rcadcr is engagcd in othcr visual activitics, 
such as driving or survcillance, allowing lhe uscr to issuc 
voice commands and supporting fcaturcs that could not 
be madc availablc by a simplc digital storagc mcdium 
(like a CD or DVD). Balancing DTB modes and media 
can bc cxplored to ovcrcomc the cognitive limitations of 
human pcrception and attcntion [Gazzaniga98). 

The intcraction possibilities for such a book are grcater 
than thc oncs for standard DTB playcrs [Dolphin03] 
[IRTI03], but therc is also a grcatcr numbcr of possiblc 
usability problcms, causcd by thc added capacities and 
thc use of diffcrent media [Duartc03). It is thcrcforc a 
nccessity to pcrform usability evaluation of thc books ' 
interfaces, to guide thc dcvelopmcnt process, and to ai-
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low for a better fit of the interfaces to the several user 
groups and usage conditions in which DTBs are expected 
to perfonn. This is precisely the focus of this paper. 

ln the next section an overview of related work is pre
sented, covering DTB standards and navigation features, 
and non-visual interfaces. Next, the DTB building proc
ess is brieíly described. This is followed by a description 
of the characteristics of some of the interfaces created so 
far and the usability issues related to the presentation, 
synchronization, navigation and enrichment of the inter
faces. We then present a repor! of the evaluation studies 
conducted, their results and their impact on the develop
ment of the interfaces. We finish by drawing some con
clusions and presenting ongoing and future work. 

2. RELATED WORK 
2.1 Digital Talking Books 
DTBs are intended to provide an easier access to books 
for the blind and print-disabled community. Members of 
those communities cooperated with several organizations 
that developed DTB related standards. ln Europe, the 
Daisy Consortium, with collaboration from the European 
Blind Union developed one of those standards. ln the 
USA the National lnfonnation Standards Organization 
(NISO) in collaboration with The National Library Ser
vice for the Blind and Physically Handicapped conducted 
a similar work. As a result several DTB specifications 
have been proposed and evolved over the last years. Re
cently a joint effort of these organizations resulted in the 
mos.t important DTB specification, the ANSl/NISO 
z39.86 [Ansi/Niso02]. 

DTBs can be classified according to the presentation and 
interaction possibilities made available, which also re
flect their inherent complexity [Daisy02]: full audio with 
title only; full audio and navigation contrai; full audio, 
navigation contrai and partial text; full audio and full 
text; full text and partial audio; full text and no audio. 
Our DTB generation framework supports the creation of 
the more complex class, full audio and full text, but nev
ertheless, ali the DTB classes can be generated within the 
framework. 

According to the NISO Document Navigation Features 
List [Niso99], a DTB should pravide basic navigation 
capabilities (advancing one character, word, tine, sen
tence, paragraph or page at a time, and navigation to spe
cific segments of the DTB), fast forward and reverse, 
reading at variable speeds, navigation thraugh table of 
contents or a navigation contrai file (allowing the user to 
obtain an overview of the material in the book), reading 
notes, crass-reference access, book marking, searching 
and others. 

However, and wisely, no specific implementation solu
tions are present in the standard. The solutions must con
sider aspects related to the proposed specification, but 
also the non-visual nature of the targeted enviranment. 

2.2 Speech Interfaces 
The work on non-visual interfaces can provide us with 
clues on how to tackle some of the problems faced. 
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Voice brawsers are <levices that exhibit at least one ofthe 
following characteristics: (!) can render web pages in 
audio fonnat; (2) can interpret speech for navigation. 
Voice browsers and DTB interfaces share some common 
prablems: 

The audio forma! is a temporal medium. A visually 
presented page can render simultaneously images, 
tables and text, in a spatial fonnat, which is quickly 
pracessed by the perceptual human system. Spoken 
text, however, can present only one word ata time. 

lssuing voice commands, and audio pracessing, are 
activities that consume working and short-tenn 
memory, conflicting with planning and prablem 
solving- tasks. Visual infonnation is pracessed by 
separate cognitive systems [ChristianOO]. 

The unavoidable recognition errors. 

However, the research in the multimodal systems field 
have made it clear that speech input is advantageous un
der certain circumstances [OviattOO]. Studies [Van 
Buskirk9S][Christian00] point out "the best tasks for 
speech input were tasks in which the user has to issue 
brief commands using a small vocabulary". 

The interaction characteristics of a DTB are advanta
geous for the adoption of a speech interface: a relatively 
small number of commands can be used to implement the 
needed functionalities. However, some limitations may 
arise, if, for instance, to follow a table of contents entry, 
the user is asked to speak the chapter's title. 

Research on the efficiency of speech as an input mode is 
not conclusive, although showing an increase in task 
completion time [Van Buskirk9S][Christian00]. 

Some of the recommendations made for constructing 
voice brawsers can be adopted for the design ofDTBs: 

Links should be easily spoken text. 

Links should be short (a few words). 

Avoid links with similar sounds . 

Develop altematives to numbered links, as these 
cause cognitive overload. 

Methods for conveying document structure and assis! in 
the navigation, in a non-visual enviranment, have also 
been researched. The use of JD audio is praposed in 
[Goose99]. To convey document content, such as the 
presence of links and headings, the use of auditory icons 
[Gaver93][Blattner90], multiple speakers and sound ef
fects [James97], amongst other techniques have been 
studied. 

3. DIGITAL TALKING BOOK PRODUCTION 
The section gives a brief overview of the DiTaBBu plat
fonn [Carriço04a][Carriço04b] used to build the DTBs. 

The DTBs are built from digital copies of the source text 
and the audio narration. The framework separates the 
building pracess in two phases: content organization, and 
interface generation. The separation of the content from 
the interface facilitates the creation of different interfaces 
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for the sarne book. Besides the synchronization and navi
gation issues specific to the books, the frarnework also 
considers the playback platform and environment, the 
interaction <levices available and the characteristics of the 
users, when generating the book's interface. 

The building platform has the ability to generate books in 
severa! formats for which a set of templates is available. 
Templates for visual presentations, audio input, and au
dio output have already been developed for presenting 
the books in a PC web browser, and more recently on a 
SMIL player. For the web browser presentation templates 
exist that are capable of producing the output in two dif
ferent languages : HTML+TIME [Microsoft02], which is 
Microsoft's implementation of SMIL [BultermanOl], the 
synchronization language proposed in the ANSI/NISO 
standard; and HTIMEL [Charnbe!Ol], another multime
dia synchronization language. The templates enable the 
production of audio only presentations by combining the 
audio input and output templates, and multimodal presen
tations with any combination of visual and audio modali
ties. 

Figure 1 shows lhe general layout of an interface (exarn
ples are built on the novel "O Senhor Ventura" by Mi
guel Torga) using audio and visual modalities for both 
input and output. 

O Senhor Ventura 
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Figure 1 - Possible layout for a DTB interface, including 
Table of Contcnts. 

4. DIGITAL TALKING BOOK FEATURES ANO 
USABILITY CONCERNS 
This section presents some of lhe features of the gener
ated interfaces, and discusses issues related to the inte
gration and synchronization of the different modalities . 

Conveying to the user the difference between annota
tions, structural navigation and synchronization, without 
arnbiguity, while following a sound interface metaphor, 
poses usabi lity problems [Morley98]. Some of lhe prob
lems are related to specific modalities, while others arise 
from the multimodal presentation of the book. However, 
the complementary use of different modalities can help 
us avoid some of the usability problems. 

4.1 Synchronization 
The audio narration of lhe book's content is synchronized 
with the visual display. Severa! synchronization units can 
be produced by the DiTaBBu platform. At the lower 
levei - the word - the visual marking emphasis the word 
that is being narrated. The user has a very detailed notion 
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of the synchronization between text and sound. However, 
the arnount of information the system needs for synchro
nization is also the largest of ali units, resulting in fre
quent losses of synchronization between the visual and 
audio modes, unless the book (or the HTML document to 
be more precise) is of small size. One way to improve the 
synchronization' s accuracy with this unit is to partition 
the book into logical pages, which may or may not coin
cide with the physical ones. However, this has the disad
vantage of causing the system to load pages more often, 
which might disrupt the reading experience. 

Other synchronization units can be used. lt is possible to 
have a synchronization unit for every syntactic construct 
present in the book: sentences, paragraphs, sections, etc. 
Another possible unit is called the silence, and it com
prises ali the words between two reader pauses. ln com
parison with the word unit, the silence has lesser syn
chronization detail. However, a greater levei of accuracy 
for documents of comparable size compensates this. Be
sides, it is the most expected unit since the reading pace 
accompanies the hearing one. 

Independently of the unit used, the synchronization can 
be presented to the user in one oftwo ways: by highlight
ing the words currently being read, or by accompanying 
the narration point with a side-margin marker. Figure 2 
displays both ways of presenting the synchronization: 
highlighting in the top, and side-margin marker in the 
bottom . 

PRIMEIRA PAP TE 

Ern tardes assim corria as de hoje, cansado do e::;per3r n&J !:oi por qua 
milagre, desanirnado dTante do mapa do 11",undo que da p~rede me deisafla desde 
d meninice, comaço a pensar no Senhor Ventura. t;.cs cu.=. ;;:,·..-ac.:içà·:t rni t1gú 
d~ r.::.nte.:; g1.Jrnas hura:c a der Ju;. 'J:J• :fond1..- :.;bç,i d& mrri Nào me resigno t. 
ideia de tar vindo i llJz m~itfi tl!mpo e n 1.Jina terra durar.te séculoi inquieta de 
descobrir e saber, e dapois tragicamonte adormecida para tudo o que n3o seJa 

PRIMEIRA PARTE 

Em t.i.rdtri .:.isim ~un10 as de t,u.ie, can:;ado dl' esperar r1:io sei i:iur qull rt"ilagre. det 

) 
que ~ih pareda 1ne rJt;>safia dás.de ;, !f'lenink.&. cFJrll l!ÇO _,, p~ns;,r no S&nhor ·'l"or,turi. 
ali;i•Jmas horu a rlôr QU9 •1a1 dand" cabo de mim. fJâo rne r1?su1no .\ 1tj9;a rje ter 'N 

durantra 'f éCUIO'f inquio t.a de de-:tcobrir e S3til?r, 9 depo1:; trag1n111on to adormec1tja p 
resignar-se. Paorec.1J4 ·'1le um ca:;t1gi:: imerecido do destino o da his toria Mas. como se 
corr.u posso. Enctt-0- l'lle da lembr.m.;.:. ni jg,ca do Senhot Ventur.:s, quf:i nenhur,,a 

Figure 2 - Two ways of visually presenting synchronization 
for silence based synchronization. Top- highlighting; Bot-

tom - side-margin marker. 

Synchronization related issues are specific to multimodal 
environments, but some can be felt even when lhe output 
is only visual. This is the case of a presentation with text 
and images, where the images must still be coordinated 
with the text displayed. When the output is both audio 
and visual the synchronization problems faced are more 
challenging. 

Higher-level synchronization, such as relating the current 
narration point to sections or chapters, can be transmitted 
visually by highlighting the corresponding entry in the 
table of contents. If there is no visual representation of 
the table of contents, this synchronization can be con
veyed by speaking the chapter number, whenever a new 
chapter starts, or whenever a jump takes the narration to 
a difTerent chapter. 
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ln summary, two possible focus of usability problems 
exist related to the synchronization of the content. (1) If 
the synchronization unit is too low levei, a synchroniza
tion loss can exist when the book is not "small" or not 
divided into smaller pages. ln the case of using a too 
high-level synchronization unit it might not serve its pur
pose efficiently. (2) The visual presentation of the syn
chronization should guide the user to the text being nar
rated without distracting him from the reading. 

4.2 Navigation 
Displayed on the interface shown in figure 1 is the table 
of contents (to the lefi of the text area). Different leveis 
of table of contents entries can be generated during the 
book production. The table can show entries ranging 
from the paris and chapters of the book (higher leveis) to 
paragraphs (lower levei), depending on the syntactic 
marking available. Usual table of contents entries are for 
paris, chapters and sections. The table of contents can be 
used to navigate the book, either through mouse clicks on 
its entries, or by issuing voice commands like "go to 
three", which would take the narration to the third chap
ter if the table of contents was displaying chapters. 

Figure 3 shows another possible arrangement ofthe inter
face for the sarne book. This time the bookrnarks and 
images tabs are displayed. 

O Senhor Ventura 

Figure 3 - Another possible layout for a DTB interface, 
lncluding bookmarks and images. 

To the lefi of the text the user created bookrnarks and 
annotations can be seen. Similarly to the table of contents 
the bookrnarks can be used to navigate the book through 
mouse clicks or voice commands. Clicking on an annota
tion, besides navigating the book by taking the narration 
to the annotation's creation point, also exhibits in a sepa
rate window the user created annotation's content. Even 
though most of the interacting might be done using 
mouse and keyboard or voice commands, annotation en
tering is currently only supported via keyboard. This is 
justified by the decrease in performance of the voice rec
ognizer when not using a limited grammar. This limited 
grammar use is possible when recognizing commands for 
basic interaction with the book only, but impossible if 
trying to recognize annotations that could consist of any 
word. 

Conceming lhe book navigation, besides the aforemen
tioned navigation through the table of contents entries 
and created bookrnarks, the user can also navigate the 
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book by clicking anywhere on the text, or by issuing 
voice commands to move the presentation forward or 
backward by fixed amounts, paragraphs, sections and 
chapters. 

Usability issues related to the choice of the destination 
point arise when considering the results of a search, or a 
navigation jump inside the book. The problem identified 
concems the possible context loss suffered by the user 
when the beginning and end points of the jump are dis
tant. To try to minimize this effect we propose the use of 
different jumps in lhe different modalities used. For ex
ample, afier performing a search for a word where the 
first found occurrence is in the sarne section, the narra
tion may resume on the searched word, but the visual 
display may jump to the start of the searched word's 
paragraph. If the first found occurrence is in a different 
section, the visual display may move to the beginning of 
the section, the narration may start on the searched 
word's paragraph, and lhe searched word may be high
lighted. 

4.3 Enrichrnent 
To the right of the text (in figure 3) is presented the mul
timedia book enriching content. This may consist of pic
tures (as in figure 3), videos, links to available web 
pages, and others. It is also possible to enrich the book 
with background sounds and music, but these do not have 
visual representations. 

The enrichment of the books with different media is also 
a possible focus of usability problems. The presentation 
of enhancing media can divert the user's attention from 
the story. The playback of video files may force an inter
ruption of the audio narration. The inclusion of images 
may take away too many screen space. The background 
sounds may cover some auditory clues used for transmit
ting navigation or structural information. Ali these issues 
have to be considered when designing enhanced book 
presentations. 

4.4 Presentation 
A book can be presented in visual only formal, audio 
only formal, or using both formais . The absence of one of 
the formais can preveni the use of some of the media 
available. For exarnple, in an audio only platform, im
ages can only be presented in an altemative formal, for 
instance, a previously recorded description of the image. 
ln a visual only platform, background sounds cannot be 
conveyed to lhe user. When in presence of both output 
modalities we have to choose how to convey the infor
mation. Situations arise where it must be considered 
whether to use lhe different modalities in a redundant ar 
complementary way [Martin98]. One exarnple is the vis
ual presentation of the book's content, accompanied by 
lhe audio narration. ln this case the visual and audio mo
dalities are used in a redundant way. Another exarnple is 
a multimodal presentation in a PDA with audio narration, 
but no text, with the screen space used for visual display 
of the navigation structures (e.g. table of contents), thus 
allowing the user to navigate the book without needing to 
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use a voice recognizer module. ln this case lhe visual and 
audio modalities are used in a eomplementary way. 

Usability problems exist for both multimodal and non
multimodal interfaces. ln the non-multimodal interface, 
they are not trivial when considering audio only presen
tations. In visual presentations, the concems are primar
ily related to the screen disposition of the structures 
available to the user, and how to convey the relation be
tween them. Traditionally, these structures are the book 
content, occupying the larger portion of the screen, and 
the table of contents, offering the possibility to quickly 
navigate to its entries. Other structures such as user made 
bookmarks and annotations, and the visual enriching con
tent can also be present. To transmit relationships be
tween these structures different possibilities can be em
ployed. Highlighting the table of contents entry corre
sponding to the currently displayed chapter connects the 
table of contents to the text. Including visual markers in 
the text to signal the presence of a bookmark does the 
sarne for the bookmarks and annotations. Placing the 
images and videos aligned with the text paragraph they 
refer to, achieves the sarne result for the enriching con
tent. 

These sarne structures must be conveyed to the user in an 
audio only presentation, but the problem shifis from a 
location related one, to a temporal one. Our present ap
proach, validated by interviews with print-disabled peo
ple, is to present the table of contents (and other tables if 
available) and the bookmarks before starting the play
back of the text. Annotations, footnotes and side-margin 
notes are presented in their point of creation. Neverthe
less, this inforrnation must be available and presented to 
the user any time it is asked for. Feedback on the chapter 
currently being read must also be made available as re
quested. The transmission of non-audio enriching content 
in this setting is more troublesome. Unless there are re
corded verbal descriptions of the accompanying images 
and videos, that content cannot be transmitted to the lis
tener. 

Figure 4 - The DTB inter·face control centre. 

Also present in the visual interface is the control centre, 
shown in figure 4, and usually displayed in the top left 
comer of the screen. It allows the user to control what is 
displayed on the screen together with the book text. The 
screen content automatically rearranges itself when the 
user hides or shows one of the components. From here 
the user can also control the playback of the presentation, 
being able to pause and resume the narration. Ali these 
instructions can also be issued through voice commands. 

5. USABlLITY EVALUATlON 
This section presents the results from ali the experiments 
we have conducted up to this point. 
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Three sets of tests have been conducted so far. The first 
two were designed to evaluate interfaces with ali the in
teraction possibilities available. ln these tests the goals 
were to identify general usability problems related to the 
navigation and presentation of the interface, and in par
ticular evaluate how different ways of presenting the 
synchronization to the user influence the usability of the 
interface. The third set of tests was designed to evaluate a 
voice commands only version of lhe interface. Another 
goal of this test was to gather inforrnation to build an 
interaction grammar for a Portuguese speech recognizer. 
ln this Wizard of Oz test the book was stripped of its 
English voice recognizer and one of the authors did the 
recognition work. ln ali the experiments audio and visual 
output was used. This means that the interfaces being 
tested were not designed for lhe visually impaired users, 
and as such, most of the results obtained cannot be ap
plied directly to those interfaces. Nevertheless lhe results 
can provide a basis for the development of an audio only 
version of the interface. Table 1 summarizes lhe condi
tions of the tests. 

Numbcr Visual 

Tcst # Of 
Sync. Input Output 

uni! 
sync. 

modcs modcs 
Subjccts prcscntation 

Mousc, 
J\udio, 

1 8 Silcnce Highlight Kcyboard, 
Visual 

Voice 

Mousc, 
J\udio, 

2 8 Silcnce Markcr Kcyboard, 
Visual 

Voice 

3 12 Silcncc Markcr Voice 
J\udio, 
Visual 

Table 1 - Swruna1-y of the evaluation tests conditions. 

None of the subjects suffered any kind of visual or audio 
impairrnent. The interfaces used had no visual or audio 
enrichment, presenting only the text, the table of contents 
and previously created bookmarks. The only difference 
in the interfaces from test 1 to lhe other tests was the vis
ual presentation of lhe synchronization between audio 
and text. 

The concepts relating to lhe book's interface were ex
plained to each of lhe subjects, and they were allowed as 
much time as needed to familiarize themselves with the 
interface. When ready they were handed a set of twelve 
tasks. The tasks were divided in two groups. The first 
group asked questions about lhe book content, providing 
hints to the location of lhe answer in the forrn of the 
chapter number or a close by annotation. A second group 
asked the user to find a specific point in the storyline, 
providing lhe sarne kind of hints, and to create an annota
tion in that point. These tasks required navigation either 
from lhe table of contents or from the annotations. ln the 
first two experiments the subjects were free to choose 
how to issue commands. ln the last experiment the sub
jects were constrained to using voice commands only. 

Although the tasks are not representative of most of the 
navigation operations lhat would be done in a real setting 
(in lhe majority of lhe situalions lhe user has no precise 
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hints about where the info he is looking for is located) 
they still allowed an evaluation of the navigational fea
tures ease of use. 

After completion of the tasks each user ans',\'.ered a ques
tionnaire. The questionnaire focussed on the perceived 
ease of use, utility and satisfaction leveis of the users. 

Ease of Use· Links from Table of Contents 

.. 
90~---------------r-"t---I 

rnt----------------1 
~+----------------! 

$0+----------------1 
~+------------J-Ot------------
~+---------
'º r---,-.-------

V•ryEuy 

jaMous• •voiu 1 

Figure 5 - Ease of Use of Input Modes when following links 
from the Table of Contents. 

Figures 5 to 8 present the results for the ease of use of the 
input modes for each of the experiments. As can be seen, 
the mouse is consistently considered easier to use when 
compared to the voice commands, for navigation tasks 
(following links from the table of contents and book
marks). This is easy to understand given that the accu
racy of the voice recognizer when following links from 
the table of contents and bookmarks was 36% and 33.3% 
respectively. This forced the users to repeat the voice 
commands (or giving up on the voice commands), dimin
ishing their ease of use. When taking into account the 
other operations it can be seen that the voice commands 
are considered easier to use. The voice commands for 
these operations are shorter, in accordance to the recom
mendations for voice browsers, so we can expect a better 
performance from the voice recognizer. For annotation 
creation operations the accuracy was 100%, and for 
playback control 97,2%, confirming the expectations. 
Note that when the performance of the voice recognizer 
is comparable to the mouse accuracy (which can be said 
to be 100%) the users find the voice commands easier. 
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Figure 6 - Ease of Use of Input Modes when following links 
from the Bookamrks. 
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Figure 9 presents the utility of the available functional
ities. Bigger relevance was attributed to the possibility of 
controlling the narration playback, followed by the navi
gation of the book through links from the table of con
tents. The other two functionalities were still considered 
very useful by the majority of the users. 

Ease of Use - Playback Control 
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Figure 7 - Ease of Use of Input Modes when controlling the 
playback. 

Users from the first and second experiments also evalu
ated the utility of the available multimodal interaction. It 
was considered indispensable by 25% of the users, very 
useful by 56.25% and of little utility by 18. 75%. 

Ease of Use - Annotatlon Creatlon 
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Figure 8 - Ease of Use of Input Modes when creating llllllO-

tations. 

Table 2 gives us an idea of the input modes preferred by 
the users for the different tasks in the second experiment. 
For navigation and annotation creation the majority of 
the commands were issued using the mouse, although not 
by a great margin. However, the users show a clearer 
tendency to use voice commands to control the playback 
of the book. This is consistent with the observed behav
iour exhibited by severa! users during the evaluation, 
which tried to free their hands from the mouse, in order 
to have them available for writing down the answers to 
the questions presented as tasks. 

Regarding the satisfaction leveis, classified by the sub
jects of the first and second experiments on a scale of one 
to five (with five being the most satisfied), eleven users 
gave the mouse interaction the top grade, while only one 
user classified voice interaction with the highest mark. 
The worst grade for the mouse was a three given by one 
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user, while for the voice commands four users graded it 
with only a two. 
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Figure 9 - Utility of available functionalities. 

5.1 Dlscusslon 
Subject commentaries and test observations allowed us to 
identify some usability problems. Some of the problems 
(Jack of feedback on the chapter currently being narrated, 
no numbering on the annotations) were easily solved. 
The solution to other problems is more demanding. The 
problems related to the performance of the voice recogni
tion system, and the decrease in user confidence they 
originate, are being handled by replacing it. The new 
voice recognition system will support Portuguese, and is 
expected to employ different grammars for different in
teraction purposes. As the users that took part in the tests 
are native Portuguese speakers, with the exception of 
one, the requirement of having to use English commands 
imposed by the recognition system could have had an 
impact in the performance of the recognition engine. The 
new voice recognition system will support Portuguese, 
and employ a grammar designed for the basic interaction 
commands (navigation and playback contrai) constructed 
from user dialogues, and another for search operations 
built from the book contents itself. By separating the 
grammars it is expected an increase in the performance 
of the recognizer for each of the tasks. 

Another important issue is related to how the synchroni
zation between displayed and narrated text is transmitted 
to the reader. The conducted tests allowed us to infer the 
importance of a precise synchronization. The interface in 
the first test highlights words, while the interface for the 
second test uses a marker to accompany the text being 
narrated, but in both cases the synchronization unit is the 
silence. With the first interface, users reported discomfort 
when they perceived synchronization flaws . These 
caused users to loose concentration, making it difficult to 
accompany the text narration. Some users opted to switch 
off the narration and reading only the text. With the sec
ond interface, no such problems were reported. However, 
some of the second test users mentioned they would pre
fer a system showing them which word was being spo
ken. 

The two main points to retain from these tests are: (1) the 
way to present the synchronization to the reader can 
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"hide" synchronization flaws, eliminating the negative 
effects they have; (2) the compromise between accuracy 
and detail of synchronization varies from user to user, but 
further tests are needed to prove this point. A possible 
improvement to the interface will be to offer the user the 
possibility of choosing the synchronization unit to use 
and how to present the synchronization. 

Task Mo use Voice 

Links from TOC 53,7% 46,3% 

Links from Bookmarks 55,6% 44,4% 

Annotation Crealion 55,6% 44,4% 

Playback Conlrol 37,9% 62,1% 

Table 2 - Distribution of input modalities for the different 
tasks. 

The wizard of Oz tests conducted with an interface ac
cepting only voice commands, where one of the authors 
replaced the voice recognizer in order to allow the users 
to issue Portuguese voice commands, were motivated by 
two main goals : (1) gathering of the voice commands 
issued in an unconstrained situation of use, for the latter 
creation of the interaction grammar for the Portuguese 
voice recognizer; and (2) determining if the use of Portu
guese instead of English contributed to an increased ease 
of use for Portuguese users. 

Comparing the utility of the available functions of this 
interface with the ones tested earlier, more subjects con
sidered indispensable the existence of links from the ta
ble of contents to the text (67% versus 56%) and the 
playback contrai (82% versus 69%). The sarne amount of 
subjects considered the links from annotations to the text 
very useful in both experiments (92%). The bigger im
portance given to the existence of the links from the table 
of contents to the text, and to the possibility of playback 
contrai, is justified by the absence of an easier way to 
skim through the book (which can be easily done with 
the mouse acting on a slider bar). 

Regarding the ease of use of voice commands, the Portu
guese version achieved better results than the English 
version, most notably for the link following tasks. Two 
possible explanations can be given: (1) besides being the 
native language of the users, Portuguese is also the lan
guage the book is written. The requirement of issuing 
English voice commands while reading text and listening 
to the narration in Portuguese can create complications 
for the users; (2) although random recognition errors 
were introduced during the wizard of Oz tests, the recog
nition performance was still better (in accordance to what 
we expect the recognizer to be able to achieve). 

5.2 Preparlng the Interface for Prlnt-dlsabled 
Users 
An interview with a print-disabled person, responsible 
for the audio books department of the Portuguese Na
tional Library, allowed us to identify some of the usabil
ity problems encountered by the visually impaired users 
of the National Library in audio books, and prepare a set 
of usability and accessibility tests to evaluate audio only 
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versions of our DTBs. Next we present some of the more 
relevant topics: 

Ali the information from the physical book should be 
available (including the cover). It should be pre
sented in the sarne arder as in the original book. 

References and annotations should be presented in 
the point where they appear in the text, and the lis
tener should be made aware when a reference or an
notation is being narrated. It is an improvement to be 
able to skip the listening of some of the references 
and annotations (listener choice). If possible, differ
ent narrators should read them. 

It should be possible to jump to the start of sen
tences, paragraphs and chapters. 

It should be possible to request to have any word 
spelled out. This is useful to learn how to write a 
word. 

An interpretation of tables and pictures should be 
narrated, instead of a narration of their visual con
tent. This means that lhe narrator must not read the 
table line by line, but instead must provide the mean
ing of the table. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents the results of usability evaluation 
studies of Digital Talking Books. The books are created 
in a production framework, from digital copies of the 
source text and narration. The book presents the text and 
the narration synchronized. The reader can internet with 
the book through keyboard, mouse and voice commands, 
either independently or in a coordinated manner. 

The usability tests revealed the importance of a precise 
synchronization between text and speech. Synchroniza
tion flaws caused user discomfort and loss of concentra
tion. However, an interface that used a different synchro
nization presentation format, despite using the sarne syn
chronization unit, was able to eliminate the discomfort. 

A poor performance of the voice recognition engine used 
was responsible for some of the usability problems en
countered. For playback contrai, where the recognition 
engine performed well, the majority of the users adopted 
the use of the voice commands. And 81 % of the users 
considered the possibility of multimodal interaction very 
useful or indispensable. 

A new voice recognition system is being developed for 
the interface. This will support Portuguese language (the 
former forced users to issue commands in English), and 
by using a basic interaction grammar and a search gram
mar, is expected to improve the recognition performance. 

Users' comments, test observations, and an evaluation of 
the characteristics of blind and visually impaired users, 
the main target audience for DTBs, made us aware of lhe 
necessity of making available personalized versions of 
the presentation and interaclion. That prompls lhe devel
opment of adaptable books [Duarte04a]. We envision lhe 
creation of books tailored to a predelermined group of 
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users, and books created for a general group, but with 
greater adaptation capabilities [Duarte04b]. 
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